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Ø

LondonMoot: April 28, 2018

ØCall for Papers deadline: March 28th (extended!)
Øhttp://www.londonmoot.com/

Ø

Mythmoot V Call for Papers: March 15th

Øhttps://signumuniversity.org/event/mythmoot-vfantastic-frontiers/

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

To pursue another narrative or world-building line that
Tolkien elsewhere considered.
To create or improve consistency in the overall
narrative.
To better suit the story to the medium of visual
storytelling
To follow the logical results of an earlier event or a
character’s development
To make Something Awesome happen
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Let’s not kill him off. His grief and despair can shape his
story for the rest of this season, but we can resolve that (to
an extent) with the rescue of Maedhros in Season 4.
Moving forward, he can be the voice of the Oath and the
reminder of the Doom of Mandos. Not a cheery guy, and
not overly happy with his family, but no more dysfunctional
or angry than Turgon, who suffered a similar loss this
season and blames the same event for it – the shipburning.
His staunch opposition to Curufin can help keep Maedhros
in power until after the 5th Battle.
The shift to despair after the failure of the Union of
Maedhros leads to the future kinslayings.
In East Beleriand, he can play a peripheral role in the stories
of the trade with the dwarves, the discovery of Men, and
the decision of the Edain to move West. He can also be the
one who lets everyone know the truth of the Shipburning.

Ø

Vision to show the failure of the Oath and the
defeat of the Noldor
Ø Don’t spoil too much – no Dragons, no Fingolfin dueling Morgoth, etc.

Ø Cellardur: I would like to keep the visions very vague, just burnings, the banner of
the High King in the mud and the second to last vision being Morgoth sitting on
his throne. However, the very last thing he sees could be the star of Earendil.
Ø Eliza: Fëanor has a very narrow definition of "winning," while the Oath itself offers
a whole menu of choices for what "losing" might look like. I'm particularly thinking
of the part about seeking vengeance on "Vala, Demon, Elf or Man as yet unborn, or
any creature, great or small, good or evil ... whoso should hold or take or keep a
Silmaril." Maybe some of the imagery of his vision could draw on this? Very quick
shots of lots of different moments in the Silmarils' career could cover a lot of this,
while leaving it very ambiguous.

Sons renew the Oath aloud – including Amras?
Ø Does Fëanor name an heir?
Ø

We do want to preserve the last flower/fruit motif,
but with no attempt to make the scale realistic.
Ø There will be a lot of hand-waving the magic of this
situation, and light growing to fill spaces rather than
any attempt to make something the size of the
sun/moon grow on a tree. The flower and fruit can
be large, but not that large.
Ø Nienna – the moon; Yavanna – the sun; Aulë – the
vessels; Vana’s flowers bloom in the new
light…Varda’s role?
Ø Arien and Tilion are chosen to pilot these vessels.
Ø Shadow demons attack? We didn’t really come up
with a way to do this well. They can be spies later if
we want them.
Ø

Ø

They should articulate their strategy and
reasons for leaving Middle Earth to its own
devices. Otherwise, they appear disinterested
and do-nothing.

Ø Their intervention now would destroy the lands, killing
everyone – including the Second Children.
Ø They wish to honor the Noldor’s fruitless attempt,
foolish though it may be, and not intervene unasked
for.
Ø Morgoth will squander his power; they can afford to
wait him out.
Ø Plan the Hiding of Valinor now; show it in the finale.
Ulmo’s disagreement should be clear.
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Sauron tasks Tevildo with coordinating the attack on Doriath and killing
their leader; the spiders aren’t really an ‘army’ so much as hungry
predators.

Ø Erucheb: The idea of Tevildo being tasked with killing Melian is very amusing. I think Sauron
must surely know that Melian is in Doriath -- it was hardly a secret, right? Maybe he just really
underestimates how powerful Melian herself could be. To him, she might just be "the lady who
spent time talking to birds in Lórien".
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The Spiders are a completely unexpected surprise, and very difficult to
kill. Their early attacks result in elves being poisoned and dragged off
for food.
Daeron is able to counter them with music.
Melian sends a message to Thingol alerting him to the situation in
Doriath.
No Girdle yet; save that for later. Beleg returns to Doriath now.
Thingol’s returning army can meet spiders, especially after Melian puts
the Girdle in place.
What is Thingol doing right now? Eöl wants to buy some real estate
from him, and he was just fighting with the dwarf army.
The Green Elves never take a king and Saeros is going to Doriath
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Session 3-17 on Friday March 23rd
Fingolfin: How do we make his arrival
in Middle-earth fitting?
Círdan: What does he plan to do in
response to finding the burned ships?
Maedhros: What is he thinking when he
accepts the parley?

